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ESG OPERATIONS, INC. NAMED TO ENGINEERING NEWS-RECORD (ENR)
2014 LIST OF TOP 200 ENVIRONMENTAL FIRMS IN THE NATION
macon, ga (August 15, 2014)—ESG Operations, Inc. has again been named as one of the Top 200 Environmental

Firms in the nation by Engineering News-Record (ENR), a renowned and respected trade publication for the
architecture, engineering and construction industry worldwide. Annually, ENR compiles and publishes rankings,
measured by gross revenues of the largest engineering and construction firms in the country. ESG ranks #141 in the list
of 2014 Top 200 Firms across the United States—up from #156 just a year ago.
“It is an honor to again be named to ENR’s 2014 list of Top 200 environmental firms in the nation. We are proud of
what this recognition represents—an unwavering commitment by ESG associates to deliver exemplary services to our
clients. We are excited about the future as we remain committed to providing our clients with innovative, customized,
cost efficient and sustainable solutions for today’s complex environmental and infrastructure challenges,” stated
ESG cofounder, Dan Groselle, P.E.
ESG provides utility operations and public works management services to cities, counties and municipalities of all sizes.
ESG is 100% American owned and operated with more than 400 associates located across the southeastern United States.

about esg operations
As one of the nation’s fastest growing full-service utility management and engineering companies, ESG Operations,
Inc. provides innovative solutions to a wide range of environmental and infrastructure projects. The principals of ESG
have extensive experience as both design engineers and contract utility operators. This unique blend of skills enables
ESG to develop innovative, cost effective and customized approaches to meet our clients’ specific utility needs. ESG’s
corporate headquarters is located in Macon, Georgia with 20 other offices located across the Southeast.

Y Please visit us at www.esginc.net for future updates and information.
ESG Operations, Inc. is proudly 100% employee owned and operated.
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